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SECTION-I
[40 MARKS]

1. Name the following.                                                                                              [6]
a. The change of solid into liquid.
b. The breakdown of sugar in to alcohol and carbon dioxide with the help of 

microorganisms.
c. The temperature at which a liquid freezes.
d.   Negatively charged particle present in an atom.
e. A noble gas has duplet configuration.
f. A change that occurs with the absorption of heat

.
2. Give reasons for the following.                                                                           [12]

1. Rusting of an iron gate can be prevented by painting it.
2. Atom is neutral.
3. The molecular formula of sodium is Na, while that of oxygen is O2.

4. Rotation of fan is a periodic change.
5. Solids have definite shape and mass.
6. The dissolution of ammonium chloride in water is endothermic change. Why?

3. Think and answer.                                                                                                     [6]
a. Milk is made safe for drinking by the process of pasteurisation. Find out when and

by whom this was formulated. Briefly describe the process.
b. Respiration is a process in which living organisms produce energy by burning 

food in the presence of oxygen. In this process carbon dioxide is also produced. 
Can you tell whether this changes a physical or a chemical change? Explain.

c. You must have seen your mother trying to cool down milk by pouring it in a 
bigger vessel having wide mouth. Can you tell which phenomenon works behind 
it?

4. Match the following.                                                                                                  [3]
i. Maximum intermolecular space                    a.    Divalent
ii. Calcium                                                          b.    Water
iii. Neutron                                                          c. Sublimation
iv. Compound                                                     d.    Gases
v. Mercuric oxide                                               e.  Neutral
vi. Solid to gas                                                    f.     HgO

5. Draw the atomic structure [represent valency ]  for the following elements.       [8]
i. Helium   ii. Sodium   iii. Fluorine   iv. oxygen   
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6. Copy and complete the table.                                                                                    [5]

          Name of the element/compound                   Symbol /formulae
i. Washing soda
ii. Plum bum
iii. Rn
iv. Nickel 
v. Sodium chloride
vi. P
vii. Magnesium 
viii. Li
ix. Au
x. Iron oxide.

                                        SECTION-II[40MARKS]
I. Fill in the blanks.                                                                                         [10]

a. __________is compound of hydrogen and oxygen.
b. Burning of coal is a ___________ change.
c. Plants make their food by the process of __________.
d. Matter that has neither definite shape nor definite volume__________.
e. The state of matter that is easy compressible._______________
f. A _________ change can be easily reversible.
g. ___________ have properties both metals and non-metals.
h. Nucleus contains ________ charge.
i. An example of both physical and chemical change__________.
j. The smallest unit of compound__________.

 
II. Define the following.                                                                                     [5]

i. Compound.
ii. Evaporation.
iii. Exothermic change.
iv. Valency.
v. Noble gases 

III. Differentiate  between:                                                                               [10]
i. Compound and mixture.
ii. Physical change and chemical change.
iii. Evaporation and boiling.
iv. Controllable and un controllable changes.
v. Atom and molecule.

 

IV. Answer the following                                                                                    [8]
1. Define homogenous and heterogeneous mixtures and give examples.
2. How does the energy changes during a chemical change.
3. What are metals ?and give examples.
4. What are pure substances? and explain classification of pure substances.
5. What are desirable and undesirable changes?

V. Classify the following as a mixture or a compound.  
                                                                                                                               [3]
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Substance Mixture /compound
1. Salt
2. Milk
3. Brass 
4. Honey 
5. Rust 
6. Glucose 

VI. Read the given paragraphs.  Identify the in correct parts in the process.
[4]                                                                                                              
a. Curdling is the process in which a solid transforms in to a liquid. Curdling

of milk occurs on adding sugar to the milk. The curd which is formed 
consists of same composition as that of the milk. It is a new substance 
formed which can be converted back into milk.

b. Solids have definite mass and definite shape. However , they do not have 
definite volume. The inter particle forces of attraction between particles in
solids are very weak due to which the particles are held together. Also , 
the inter particle space between the particles in solids is very large due to 
which these particles do not change their position . solids can flow and are
not compressible. They possess low density in comparison to liquids.
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